The proven leader in
sales tax decision automation.
Sales tax is compulsory, complex and costly for any business.
Automating the process saves time, money and effort.
AvaTax dynamically delivers billions of tax decisions and applies
them across 10,000+ jurisdictions at the point of transaction,
within any ERP or billing system.
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Affordable
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(SaaS) that is tailored to each customer’s specific needs. Ease and speed
of integration get you up and running quickly and the cloud-based service
eliminates additional hardware costs.

Get started with
Avalara AvaTax today.
Call 877-780-4848
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Visit:
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or email: info@carlsonmc.com
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The Power of AvaTax: Real-time access to the most current rates and
taxability rules within any ERP or billing system.
The AvaTax calculation engine encompasses the most accurate and up-to-date address
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Returns for fully outsourced sales tax compliance management.

End-to-end compliance + accuracy for all your transactional tax needs.
REPORTING

Certificate Management

AvaTax generates summary and detailed reports on demand, easily and accurately.
Export your data for filing, or for complete end-to-end automation, and use Avalara
Returns for fully outsourced sales tax compliance management.

Returns & Filing

End-to-end compliance + accuracy for all your transactional tax needs.
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Getting started with Avalara AvaTax

Take the next step toward
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Call: 877-780-4848
Visit: www.avalara.com

Getting started with Avalara AvaTax is easy.
Take the next step toward automating your sales tax process.
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